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OVERVIEW
Christian Peacemaker Teams
Christian Peacemaker Teams (CPT) is a human rights organization committed to
building partnerships that transform violence and oppression. CPT envisions a world
of communities that together embrace the diversity of the human family and live justly
and peaceably with all creation. CPT Palestine is a faith-based organization that
supports Palestinian-led, nonviolent, grassroots resistance to the Israeli occupation
and the unjust structures that uphold it. By collaborating with local Palestinian and
Israeli peacemakers, and educating people in our home communities, we help create
a space for justice and peace.
CPT Palestine provides accompaniment to Palestinians who face daily human rights
violations living in al-Khalil: children when they walk to school; residents as they are
ID checked, searched, detained, and arrested; farmers during times of harvesting; and
local activist communities at nonviolent protests and demonstrations. In cooperation
with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), CPT collects data at three military
checkpoints in H2 al-Khalil: Qitoun Checkpoint/209, Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 and Al
Ein Humrah Checkpoint. Constant military presence, checkpoints, as well as the
presence of settlers in the Old City result in daily human rights violations. CPT lives in
the community of al-Khalil to document these violations, standing in solidarity with
their efforts to resist the occupation and claim their rights, dignity, and freedom.
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Al-Khalil/Hebron
The city of al-Khalil has a population of approximately 200,000 people. In 1997, alKhalil was divided into two areas under the Hebron Protocol: area H1 under control of
the Palestinian Authority and area H2 under Israeli military control. H2 makes up
roughly 20% of al-Khalil and includes the Old City and the Ibrahimi Mosque, a holy site
for both Muslims and Jews. Roughly 40,000 Palestinians live in the H2 area, while
approximately 800 Israeli settlers live in four Israeli Settlements situated within and
on top of Palestinian shops and homes in the same area. On the outskirts of al-Khalil
is the settlement of Kiryat Arba, with a population of 8,000 settlers and a couple
thousand Israeli military personal. The presence of the Israeli military and the control
they exhibit over Palestinian movement, as well as the presence of the settlements
and the segregation of roads have had a severe impact on economy and daily life.
According to the 2016 Joint UN Strategy for Hebron, these factors have “restricted
access to education, health services and water supply [for Palestinians], leading to the
closure of businesses and abandonment of houses and therefore the displacement of
the inhabitants of H2 area.”1

Image 1: Map of Al-Khalil, Btselem.
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Joint UN Strategy for Hebron (2016). p. 6. Retrieved from
https://unispal.un.org/pdfs/UNSCO_HEBRONRPT281116.pdf
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INTRODUCTION
The Israeli occupation continues to impact Palestinian children and limit access to
education in al-Khalil and across occupied Palestine. According to a statement from
the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA),
“access to education [across the West Bank] is undermined due to the detention of
children, military operations and settler-related incidents; the shortage of physical
infrastructure due to building restrictions…and movement restrictions such as the
checkpoints and the barrier [wall].”2
Restriction of movement and the threat of attacks from Israeli military personnel and
settlers often negatively impact both school attendance and children’s school
performance. The physical dangers of travel to school sometimes cause parents to
search for alternative schools or remove children altogether, while the psychosocial
impact of potential violence influences a child’s ability to focus and learn well. 3 A
recent post from OCHA confirms that this dynamic continues into this year, “Some
children, including those in the Israeli-controlled area of Hebron city (H2), must cross
a military checkpoint and/or are exposed to harassment by Israeli settlers on their
way to school. Families often adopt negative coping mechanisms, including
withdrawing children from school, a practice particularly affecting Palestinian girls.”4
Restriction of movement, specifically checkpoints that children in H2 must walk
through, regularly impede the movement of children to and from school, daily
subjecting them to the violations of bag searches, detainment, injury, delay, and
exposure to excessive military force.
Considering these factors, and at the request of local Palestinians, CPT is present at
three military checkpoints in the area of H2 each morning as teachers and students
travel to school: Qitoun Checkpoint/209, Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 and Al Ein Humrah
checkpoint.
This report is based on data gathered over the course of the Spring semester, January
30, 2017 – May 29, 2017, at all three checkpoints. The data is collected between the
hours of 7:00am - 8:30am every school morning. During the Jewish holidays of Purim
and Passover, CPT was stationed at these checkpoints and in the vicinity for longer
periods of time due to the increased number of military personnel and settlers.
Further, there were several days that school was closed or delayed due to a holiday or
a general strike called in support of the Palestinian political prisoners’ hunger strike
during the months of April and May.
Based on the data collected during this reporting period, CPT raises fundamental
concerns about the continued violation of the rights of Palestinian children and adults.
The presence of checkpoints, military personnel, and settlers, along with the daily
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Education. Retrieved from https://www.ochaopt.org/theme/education
Joint UN Strategy for Hebron. (2016). p. 13-14. Retrieved from
https://unispal.un.org/pdfs/UNSCO_HEBRONRPT281116.pdf
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Access to education in Area C of the West Bank. (2017, July 4). Retrieved from
https://www.ochaopt.org/content/access-education-area-c-west-bank
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threat of violence and degradation have a constant and continuous negative impact
on both the right to education, as stated in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights5, and the right to liberty of movement as it is outlined in Article 12 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.6 These two articles are stated
below and provide the basis for the analysis of the data within this report.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Article 26: Everyone has the right to education.7
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Article 12;1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that
territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his
residence.8
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United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Retrieved from
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
6
United Nationals Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner 2017, International Convention on
Civil and Political Rights. Retrieved from
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx
7
United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Retrieved from
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
8
United Nationals Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner 2017, International Convention on
Civil and Political Rights. Retrieved from
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx
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CPT MONITORING SITES
Both Qitoun Checkpoint/209 and Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 are used to access the
following schools in the neighbourhoods of H2: Ibrahimi Boys School, Fayhaa Girls
School, Biet Al Maqdes School and Kindergarten, Hebron Public Boys school, Hebron
UNRWA Boys Schools, Khadeegeh Boys Basic School , Tho Al-Noorien, Al Hajeryeh, and
Tareq Bin Ziyad.
Please note that due to the fortification of Qitoun Checkpoint/209 and Salaymeh
Checkpoint/29, a monitor’s ability to see what is happening as Palestinians pass
through continues to be severely restricted. A child must first pass through an initial
turnstile, walk down a restricted path, and then enter a container with a metal
detector; this is where searches and checks take place. Once they exit the container
the child must walk through another turnstile before exiting the checkpoint. It is these
containers that limit a monitor’s ability to see exactly what is happening inside of the
checkpoint, therefore figures recorded by CPT of stops, searches, checks and
detainments might actually be lower than what is actually taking place. In addition to
not being able to fully see what is happening inside the checkpoints, CPT has been
regularly asked by the Border Police to move away or leave the area, further hindering
the documentation of accurate figures. The checkpoints are usually staffed by at least
three Border Police, one in the observation tower and two inside the container.

QITOUN CHECKPONT/209
Qitoun Checkpoint/209 is located in the occupied area of H2, just south of al-Ibrahimi
Mosque. For Palestinians, the checkpoint is only open to pedestrians. In addition to
the schools mentioned above, The Red Crescent Health Center, Al Zaharah
Playground, and the Neighbourhood Ceramics School are also accessed by way of
Qitoun. In April 2016, the checkpoint was rebuilt as a permanent and fortified building
making it difficult for Human Rights Observers to see what is happening to Palestinians
as they pass through.
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Data 1: Students and Teachers
The following pie charts illustrate the average daily number of students and teachers
passing through Qitoun Checkpoint/209 from January 2017 – May 2017:

Students Passing
Qitoun

Students

Girls 18%
Boys 82%

Female
Teachers
20%

Teachers Passing
Qitoun

Average Number (Daily)

Boys

95

Girls

21

Teachers

Male
Teachers
80%

Average Number (Daily)

Male

9

Female

2

Data 2: Stops, Checks, and Searches
As well as recording how many children, teachers and other adults pass through
Qitoun Checkpoint/209, CPT observes, documents, and reports any human rights
violations committed by Israeli Border Police. These violations include the number of
students and teachers who are stopped for questioning, ID checked, bag checked
(particularly minors), body checked, and detained. The figures documented are ones
which monitors observed or were reported to the monitors at the time of the incident.
Throughout the semester, CPT recorded a total of 9 school boys stopped and
questioned and 18 school boys who had their bags searched. Though the same
teachers walk through the checkpoint every day, 17 male teachers were ID checked
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going through, 6 were body searched, and 2 had their bags searched. Further, 2 female
teachers were ID checked and 4 had their bags searched.
In addition to these stops and searches, and the restrictions caused by the presence
of the checkpoint itself, the following stops were reported at Qitoun as a means of
further control and disruption of Palestinian movement and daily life:
February 7, 2017 – The checkpoint was closed by Israeli Border Police when CPT
arrived to monitor; one boy was waiting to go through to get to school. It was opened
but then closed again in response to stones being thrown.
February 8, 2017 – Israeli Border Police turned off the turnstiles 4 times throughout
the time that teachers and children travelled to school, stopping both from proceeding
through either end of the checkpoint. At one point, 3 boys were allowed through the
search room of the checkpoint but then stopped at the turnstile and called back in by
Border Police to be questioned.
February 28, 2017 - The turnstile was stopped unexpectedly by the Border Police as
one boy tried to walk through, causing the metal to hit the boy in the face.
March 6, 2017 - The principal of the Ibrahimi Boys school was stopped, ID checked,
and asked to remove his jacket before being allowed through the checkpoint.
March 21, 2017 – The Israeli Border Police prevented a group of 5 boys with a grocery
cart full of school snack supplies from passing through the checkpoint exit gate with
the cart. Instead, the boys were turned around and forced to take the cart through
the checkpoint building.
April 19, 2017 – Israeli forces closed the checkpoint for five minutes and then held
people at the turnstile, only allowing one person to pass at a time. This caused a
backup of people at the checkpoint.
May 25, 2017 – Israeli Border Police stopped the turnstile for at least two minutes
while a teacher was held inside the search building for an ID check. This trapped one
boy inside of the checkpoint and prevented several others from entering and walking
through.
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Israeli forces close Qitoun checkpoint for five minutes and then only allow students and
teachers through one at a time.
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Data 3: Military Use of Force
Palestinian students and teachers living in
Hebron repeatedly face tear gas and stun
grenades. While the use of these weapons
has decreased at school patrols during this
semester, and the use of rubber bullets,
live fire, and skunk water have not been
employed as they have been in the past,
they are still part of the arsenal of weapons
available to the Israeli military. These
weapons work within Israel’s overarching
military strategy of mass intimidation and
collective punishment that characterizes
its occupation of the Palestinian
Territories. These violent measures
present significant physical, psychological
and health threats to the Hebron
community, and especially, though not
exclusively, to Hebron’s children.
During the school semester from January
2017 – May 2017, CPT documented 1 use
of tear gas from the Israeli military at
Qitoun Checkpoint/209, as recorded
below. Fortunately, there were no
instances of Israeli use of stun grenades,
live ammunition, rubber bullets, or skunk
water during the school run at Qitoun.

Tear Gas
Tear gas is a chemical irritant that can
severely affect the eyes, the
respiratory system, and the mucous
membranes of the nose and throat.
According
to
Israeli
military
regulations, the use of tear gas is
reserved for self-defensive crowd
control. During school time, Israeli
Border Police usually fire tear gas
canisters in response to small
numbers of young boys throwing
stones. Rarely is there a crowd to
control. On many occasions CPT
distributes alcohol pads to students,
teachers and other civilians to help
them deal with the impacts of tear
gas. Holding an alcohol pad over the
nose and mouth reduces the intense
discomfort caused by the fumes’
irritants. Those exposed to the gas
often
suffer
tiredness
and
disorientation,
which
seriously
impacts learning capabilities.

February 20, 2017 – Soldiers were stationed in front of the checkpoint expecting boys
to throw rocks. The checkpoint was closed for more than ten minutes, which created
a line of people waiting to move through. Soldiers disbursed the small group and the
boys by firing 1 canister of tear gas. People were then allowed to pass through the
checkpoint, but ID checked as they went through.
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SALAYMEH CHECKPOINT/29
Salaymeh Checkpoint/29 is located in H2 and was upgraded to a permanent structure
in August 2016. CPT coordinates its protective presence at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29
in cooperation with International Solidarity Movement (ISM).
Data 1: Students and Teachers
The following pie charts illustrate the average daily number of students and teachers
passing through Salaymeh Checkpoint/209 from January 2017 – May 2017:

Students Passing
Salaymeh

Girls
47%

Boys
53%

Students

Average number (Daily)

Boys

77

Girls

67

Teachers Passing
Salaymeh
Female
Teachers
50%

Male
Teachers
50%

Teachers

Average number (Daily)

Male

2

Female

2

Data 2: Stops, Checks and Searches
As well as recording how many children, teachers, and other adults pass through
Salaymeh Checkpoint/29, CPT observes, documents and reports any human rights
violations committed by Israeli Border Police. These violations include the number of
students and teachers who are stopped for questioning, ID checked, bag checked
(particularly minors), body checked, and detained.
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CPT has seen a decrease in the number of incidents with children and teachers during
the school patrols. CPT documented 4 school boys at Salaymeh being stopped by the
Israeli Border Police throughout the semester. A total of 10 school girls had their bags
checked by the Israeli Border Police. CPT did not record any incidents involving the
teachers at Salaymeh.
February 2, 2017 – Israeli Border Police locked the two turnstiles at Salaymeh
Checkpoint, preventing three boys who were already through the container from
passing. Another two boys and one girl were stopped from entering the turnstile in
the other direction. When the students asked the Border Police to open the turnstile,
a female officer yelled at them to “shut up!”. More children arrived and were made to
wait. Some of these students turned away, unable to go to school, while a few waited
until it was re-opened. Finally, the children were let through one at a time. On this
morning Israeli Border Police were outside of the checkpoint, standing nearby the
schools. The border police pointed their guns at the children as they walked by.

Three boys stuck within the checkpoint, unable to go back to their homes or through to
school until the Border Police unlocked the checkpoint.
12

School children waiting for their bus while Israeli Border Police look on.
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Data 3: Military Use of Force
Please see above under Qitoun Checkpoint/209 for information around military use of
force, tear gas and stun grenades.
The data below shows the use of tear gas and stun grenades at Salaymeh
Checkpoint/29 over the five-month period from January – May 2017.
Tear gas and stun grenades were used one day at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29.
February 23, 2017 – The Israeli Border Police ambushed school boys who were
throwing rocks. The Border Police detained one boy. The soldiers used tear-gas and
stun grenades to disperse the children. Two stun grenades and two tear gas canisters
were shot.

Stun Grenades
According to B’Tselem- The
Israeli Information Center for
Human Rights in the
Occupied Territories: “Stun
grenades are a diversionary
weapon whose explosion
emits a bright light and a loud
noise. They are designed to
cause fear and panic, thereby
enabling security forces to
overpower people… Israeli
soldiers
have
informed
B’Tselem that, according to
military regulations, stun
grenades must be rolled on
the ground, not thrown at
people. Nevertheless, human
rights
observers
have
documented countless cases
in which security forces have
thrown
stun
grenades
directly at demonstrators, or
into a crowd, causing injuries
and burns.”

Soldiers look on after tear gas and stun grenades are
shot during travel to school.
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A boy is detained after stones were thown at Salaymeh Checkpoint/29.
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AL EIN HUMRAH CHECKPOINT
For the last 2 years, CPT has monitored Al Ein Humrah Checkpoint outside Saraya
Kindergarten in coordination with ISM. This past Semester CPT continued to monitor
the Al Ein Humrah Checkpoint between 8 – 8:30am each morning and 11:30 -12pm as
the children arrive and leave each day. In April 2017, the checkpoint moved. It is now
at the top of the pathway slightly below the kindergarten, still where the children and
teachers must walk in order to enter the school.
On three separate occasions, two female teachers from Saraya Kindergarten had their
bags checked. With CPT’s presence at the checkpoint, the children have been walking
to and from school together, sometimes accompanied by their parents.

One of the kindergarten teachers having her bag searched at the Al Ein Humrah Checkpoint
on her way to the school.
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The new placement of the Al Ein Humrah checkpoint. Kindergarten children are walking
home from school. This checkpoint is situated right outside the Jewish entrance to the
Synagogue. Palestinians are not allowed to walk on this road, yet they are still stopped, ID
checked and bag searched when passing this checkpoint.
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INCIDENTS DURING JEWISH HOLIDAYS
April 10 – 17, 2017 was the Jewish holiday of Passover, which saw many tourists and
settlers come to Al-Khalil to celebrate. As children walked to school on April 12, they were
met with heavy military presence and an influx of settlers walking through their
neighbourhood and school district. Soldiers conducted military training in this school area,
forcing the closure of Qitoun and Salaymeh checkpoints, throwing a sound grenade and
pointing their rifles at Palestinians walking by.
Streets were closed and three road barriers were installed preventing the movement of
Palestinians. The Al-Haram Mosque checkpoint was closed for the whole day, making it
difficult for children from the Old City to come down to school.
When school finished for the day, students were stopped at the barriers and made to wait
5 minutes until the soldiers had finished a training exercise they had been conducting all
morning. The children were then escorted by the teachers and foreign monitors past the
soldiers, tanks, and make-shift military base.

Israeli soldiers conduct a military training around Qitoun and Salaymeh checkpoints; it began
during the time children walk to school and continued throughout school hours. Tanks lined
the streets while soldiers pointed their weapons at children walking by and threw a stun
grenade during the exercise.
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ADDITIONAL BARRIERS
During this school semester, two additional barriers meant to control movement of
Palestinians were installed. The first was a large yellow gate near Qitoun checkpoint
during the Jewish Passover holiday. This was a temporary barrier, and after a month
it was removed.

A temporary, additional barrier installed during the Passover holiday near Qitoun
Checkpoint.
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The second barrier, a permanent fence and gate, was installed in the Salaymeh area
in May. This new gate is situated at the bottom of the Al Ein Humrah checkpoint and
near both Salaymeh and Qitoun checkpoints. Extending an already existing fence an
additional 20 meters, this new fencing closes off a whole Palestinian community,
further segregating movement and daily life.
Frequently padlocked shut and with a beep-machine installed on the door, residents
of and visitors to this area often must ask permission from the Border Police when
they need to enter or exit. Border Police need to unlock the gate with a key. Once the
gate is opened a loud, high-pitched screech rings out the entire time the gate is open.
People are often denied entry through this gate, including one of the kindergarten
teachers. When refused entry people are required to walk an extra 15 minutes
through the tunnels of this neighbourhood. Many school children live in this
neighbourhood and go to the 7 schools surrounding these checkpoints that CPT
covers. This has created a further delay and a further barrier for children going to
school.

A young girl walks through the newly constructed gate on her way to school, after having to
ask two Israeli Border Police to unlock the gate and allow her to pass through.
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LIMITATIONS
CPT observers are faced with many challenges when trying to accurately document all
the violations which occur on the walk to school.
1) As mentioned above, the fortification of Qitoun and Salaymeh checkpoints has
severely restricted the visibility of incidents to CPT observers. Now that these
checkpoints are fortified, most of the bag checks, ID checks and body searches
take place inside the containers, behind closed doors. While CPT observers can
see many things that occur inside, it is not always clear what is taking place.
CPT observers will ask individuals who they believe have been stopped by the
Border Police to clarify information. The fortification of checkpoints is a grave
concern to CPT, as it restricts foreign observers and the Palestinian community
from witnessing and holding the Border Police accountable for violations.
2) On numerous occasions throughout this semester, at both Qitoun and
Salaymeh checkpoints, CPT observers were asked to move away from the
checkpoint. In these situations, the Border Police are often quickly aggressive,
threatening the CPTers with arrest if they do not move instantly. CPTers have
been required to move up to 10-15 meters away from the checkpoint, which
frequently means CPT is unable to see what is happening in the checkpoint
except for the turnstiles being closed. On one occasion two CPTers were asked
to move and were told by Border Police that their presence was “bad for their
[Israel’s] work.” CPTers have had their passports taken and photographed by
the Border Police and are daily questioned about their identity and presence
going through checkpoints in the Old City. The response of Israeli forces is
always unpredictable in these situations: on rare occasions, they allow CPT’s
presence as monitors, but more frequently they will shout and shove CPTers,
forcing them to move.
3) Denial through checkpoints is a constant risk to CPT observers. On occasion
CPTers have been denied through the mosque checkpoint on the way to their
monitoring sites. When this occurs CPTers are delayed roughly 20 minutes, as
they are forced to walk the long route around the checkpoints. This results in
lower numbers in the data for that morning. On one occasion CPTers were
denied access to Qitoun checkpoint from Shuhada street. CPTers arrived 20
minutes later, recording the number of children from 7:20am – 8:00am. These
delays affect the data.
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CONCLUSION
While this semester documented less usage of tear gas, stun grenades, no use of
rubber bullets or live ammunition, and a decrease in the number of ID checks, bag
checks and stoppages, the school year was still disrupted. The presence of checkpoints
means control of movement by Israeli forces and never-ending uncertainty as children
walk to and from school.
While this report is not a comprehensive account of every violation that has occurred
this semester, it is a representation of the daily realities of the Israeli occupation in alKhalil, particularly as they relate to children and their access to education. The
restrictions, searches, delays, and violence that children are exposed to create an
environment where their rights to education and free movement are consistently
violated. By sharing the data above, we strive to amplify the stories of those who
experience the degradation and injustice of the Israeli occupation and to promote a
narrative that calls for peace with justice.
CPT has been an on-the-ground witness to Israel’s systematic exploitation of the
Palestinian people and Israel’s flagrant disregard of international law for over twenty
years. As before, we call on people of conscience everywhere to not merely place
blame on the Israeli state and those who orchestrate its immoral occupation of
Palestine, but to act within their own communities and societies to foster the
consciousness and resolve necessary to move the international community to hold
Israel firmly accountable to the dictates and spirit of international law.
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